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Adjectives starting with c positive

list of additional words beginning with C describe a person calculated heartless peace cambodian cambrian honest cantankerous able to take captivating in captivity carefree careful carthaginian casual cattish catty caustic cautious some cerulean ceylonese chadian chagrined chaldaean chaldean chaldee demanding replaceable charged
enchanted charming chaste Chechen cheerful cheerful cheerfully prized chesty elegant childish childish Chilean chilling cool Chinese chirpy choleric chubby chubby churlish wary civilised civilised clannish net clear Clement clever clichés near closelipped close cloudy clown clown clown clubby clumsy rude the coherent chill of Colombia's
colorful combative combed comedic compulsively conspicuous commendable committed communicative compact compassionate competent compulsive complex composed compulsively cocky condescending confident confused confusing confusing Congolese conscientious conservative considerate content satisfied contentious
contradictory contri convinced convincing convivial cool squad flirtatious heartfelt corrupt corrupt polite covetous cowardly cowardly crabbed crabby cunning cunning craggy cranky crass crazy creative bonfázna creepy criminal crimbi critical Croatian cross crowded crowing cruel mysterious mysterious Cuban cultivated cultivated cunning
curious curly cute Cynical Cypriot Cypriot Czech Czech Czechoslovakia This article contains lists of adjectives that begin with C. All adjectives have been organized into different categories including shortest/longest adjectives, Interesting adjectives, positive adjectives to describe a person, positive adjectives to describe the event, positive
adjectives to describe the place, negative adjectives to describe the person, negative adjectives to describe the place, heroic adjectives, sports adjectives and romantic adjectives. Adjectives that begin with c Interesting adjectives cadaverous: very thin especially from disease or hunger or cold - kadaverous appearance cantankerous:
have a difficult and contradictory disposition - cantankerous and poisonous-tongued old lady whimsy: determined by chance or impulse or whimsy rather than necessity or reason - whimsic rejection crestfallen: brought low in spirit - left us tired and crestfallen crotch: irritated - was tired and crotch Positive adjectives describe the person
carefree: no anxiety or responsibility - carefree woman care: feeling and manifesting concern and empathy for others - caring friends careful: showing careful colds - careful driver childish: suitable for a small child; exhibit children's (a) credulity – children's innocence cultivated: marked by the improvement of taste and morals – cultivated
individual positive adjectives to describe a charity event: full of love and generosity; showing or motivating sympathy and understanding and generosity - charity program climactic: consisting of or causing climax - climactic scenes concurrent: occurring or operating at the same time - simultaneous events continuous: continuation in time or
space without interruption - continuous process of cultural: marking or derivation or distinctive ways of life built by a group of people - cultural presentation Positive adjectives describe the place of peace : pleasantly without wind - calm and calm resor capacious : large capacity - spacious room cheerful: be full or encourage cheer; with or
showing good mood - cheerful restaurant cool: or at a relatively low temperature - cool mountains of forest cozy: enjoying or providing soothing warmth and shelter, especially in a small space - cozy cafes Negative adjectives describe the person in captivity: tend to find and draw attention to mistakes - captious sloppy: marked by lack of
attention or reason or hope or thoroughness - sloppy waiter cowardly : lack of courage; ignobly shy and weak-hearted - cowardly cruel clerk: capable or discarded to cause pain or suffering - cruel cynical leader: believing the worst of human nature and motives - cynical critics negative adjectives describe the event calamity: they have very
unfortunate or disastrous consequences; ruins – disastrous economic trend: extremely damaging; brings physical or financial ruin - catastrophic environmental disasters chaotic: lack of visible order or organization - chaotic government rule conspiracy: related to or characteristic of conspiracy or conspiracy - conspiracy activities
controversial: marked or able to arouse controversy - controversial options Negative djectives describe the place of narrowing: the tendency to narrow freedom - narrowing trap craggy: with hills and hills - craggy island crumbly: easily divided into small fragments or reduced to powder - crumbly staircase crunchy : very low quality; flimsy - a
disappearing house cursed: deserving of a curse; sometimes used as an intensifier - cursed grave Heroic adjectives courteous and gallant, especially towards women – knighthood coercive means: serving or intended to coerce – coercive combatant bodies: to have or show ready disposition to fight – combatant warrior commendable:
worthy of high praise – commendable nobleman courageous: possessing or showing courage; able to face and deal with danger or fear without faltering - courageous military officials Sports adjectives coltish: playful and lively - coltish player competent: adequate, but not excellent or exceptional - competent goalkeeper competitive: shows
combat disposition - competitive team compulsive: strongly motivated to succeed - compulsive challenger decisive: extremely important; vital to solving the crisis - the decisive game match Romantic adjectives captivating: capturing interest, as if magic - captivating smile charming: pleasant or attractive - charming personality chic: elegant
and stylish - her elegant dress compassionate: shows or has compassion - compassionate voice cute: attractive in a nice or cute way. – cute face The shortest adjectives cc: is ten more than one hundred and ninety - cc sum cd: is one hundred more than three hundred - Roman numeral cd ci: is one more than one hundred - value ci cl: is
ten more than one hundred and forty - equivalent to cl cv: is five more than one hundred – cv amount cx: is ten more than one hundred – with a quantity of cx ccc : is one hundred more than two hundred – total ccc clv : there are five more than one hundred and fifty – actual CLV CLX value: ten more than one hundred and fifty – sum of
cod CLX: payable to the recipients on delivery – COD parcels the longest additional name against revolutionary: marked by opposition or antipathy to revolution – ostracized for its antirevolutionary tendencies chemotherapeutical: from or related to chemotherapy – chemotherapeutic agent cardiorespiratory : or related to or affecting the
heart and lungs and their functions – cardiorespiratory system chromatographic : chromatography or chromatography - chromatographic technique divided: divided into departments or categories – most sciences have been woefully divided: divided into departments or categories – and microchannel equipment of the congregation: or
related or characteristic of the congregation of the church - congregation belief counterproductive: the tendency to hinder the achievement of the goal - counterproductive working behavior cytoarchitectonic: or related to cytoarchitectture – cytoarchiectonic maps cytoarchitectural: or related cytoarchitectural – cytoarchitectural studies
Capital list of cozy and cheerful positive adjectives await you. Be calm and chug-a-eye these sincere and candylicious positive words. CATCHY LIST OF POSITIVE ADJECTIVES STARTING WITH C Cagey very clever and/or cautious. Easy; silence; calm; Undisturbed. Soothing have relaxing properties; Sedative. Soothing causes it to
become calm; tend to calm or calm down. Camp deliberately vulgar, banal, artificial or influentially funny style or qualities. Can-do marked by a willingness to do your job. Candescent glowing heat; white-hot, bulbs; Light. Honest openly straightforward and honest; Brilliant. Canny careful when spending money; modest; pleasant; fair;
skilled; smart in business. Canoeing musical; richly melodic; resonant; tuneful. Canty lively and niweed; Cheerful. Able to have the skills or qualifications to do things well; qualified; capable; fully competent. Capital primarily of importance; chief; the principal; of premium quality; Excellent. Cappella music or sang without instrumental
accompaniment (especially in choral music). Captivating able to arouse and hold attention; beautiful; Fascinating. Carefree without fear, trouble and care. Careful to pay attention; give good science; vigilant; careful; provident; is not indifferent, sloppy or reckless. Care about exhibiting and feeling of interest and empathy for others.
Occasional arrival without regularity; occasionally; incidental; fortuitous; Random. Catchy attractive or attractive; easy or instantly memorable. Categorical absolutely; be without exception; not hypothetical; Positive. Catharsis emotional cleansing or purification by receiving psychological relief through open expression of strong emotions.
Causation, which has an effect; an expression of cause or reason; Causal. If we did everything we could, we'd literally be amazed. Thomas A. Edison tweet this constant perpetu; infinite; constant; without pause or stop; Relentless. Celebrated praised and known widely; renowned; Noted. Celeritus fast; quickly; Quick. Heavenly or related
to spiritual heaven; heavenly; divine; exceptionally good; Sublime. Focused goal-oriented, well-balanced and confident; or are in the middle. Central to the greatest importance, degree, success or importance; interior space; serves as an essential component. Centric central; is located near or in the center. Brain involving intelligence
rather than Emotions. Solemn or concerning or suitable for the ceremony. Festive suitable or relating to formal and large opportunities; punctilious. Some secured in mind; definitively; fixed; without doubt; necessary; demonstrating or having confidence; visible; Noticeable. The champion holds the first place in the competition; excellent;
excellently qualified; not be compared. Interchangeable capable changes; are subject to change; variable; variable; Volatile. Without change, which can not be changed; constant; Steadfast. Characteristic is a characteristic that helps distinguish something (usually a person); Significant. Charismatic possess an extraordinary ability to
attract; Magnetic. A charity full of love and generosity; benevolent; species; Lenient. Charming pleasure; fascinating; Attractive. Chatty likes chatting or a penchant for chatting; talkative and friendly. Hilarious to have a life or a vigor or spirit; cheerful; satisfied; happy; joyful; live; animated; Willing. Cheerful showing or promoting a good
mood or mood; cheerful; pleasant; live; Bright. Valued highly valued, with high personal value; characterized by a feeling or expression of love for affection. Cherry in excellent condition; mint status; Unused. Elegant attractive and fashionable; Stylish. Chichi fashion and trends; Elegant. Children as a child or a suitable child, both in being
innocent and trustworthy. Chill easy-going; very relaxed. Chipper cheerful; live; Talkative. Chirpy energetic and happy; live; talkative; in a good mood. Carved with a strong and clean outline; athletic; Sculptures. Knightly heroic; gallant; highly spirited; high-minded; generous; have the qualities of an ideal knight. Full wedge up to the limit,
packed to full capacity or as full as possible. Selection of very good quality; selected carefully; particularly good or preferred. Choral performed or written for performance by the choir or choir; or relating to the corps or corps. The chosen one preferred, more than all other n. exclusive person or group of people. Chummy sociable; social;
intimate; Friendly. civil society relating to a city or citizen or derived from a city or citizen; concerning man as a member of society. Civil courtesy and courtesy; or which relate to or move with a citizen or citizens. Civilized instructed in art, teaching and civic ways; refined; with a high state of culture and development (social and
technological). A clairvoyant perceives things outside the natural range of the senses; able to predict the future. Classics belonging to the highest category or class; well known; have a lasting significance or value; permanent; simple and harmonious; Elegant. Classical recognised excellence or authority; compliance with established
standards and principles; or concerning the most advanced stage of the earlier culture and its civilisation. Classy stylish; elegant; Fashion. Clean without dirt, or stains; which have no imperfections, or morally pure; Virtuous. Clean cut clean, smart and/or upholstered appearance; clearly and clearly outlined or defined. Clear transparent;
clear; light; luminous; not mutilated; free from errors; capable or easily perceived clearly; interest; acute; penetrating; discriminatory; complete; Full. Clear cut with a sharp and clear contour; easily noticeable. Clearheaded is not mentally confused; able to think clearly; Reasonable. Clement slightly in mood and disposition; merciful;
Compassionate. an administrative office which carries out or is suitable for office work; or relating to clergy. Clever possessing the speed of intellect, skill, agility or talent; fitness, decency or suitability. Clinquant shimmering with gold, silver or tinsel. Close bound by common interests, loyalty or affection; intimate; be close; tightly ad fit.
Cloudless clear; clear; without clouds. Clubby friendly; sociable; Exclusive. Group occurring and/or growing close together in clusters or volumes. I'm so smart, sometimes I don't understand a single word about what I'm saying. Oscar Wilde tweet to Coadjutant for help; mutual assistance or operation. Exultant and hoop; jubilant; very
happy. Coequal is on equality in rank or power; Same. Convincing strong; convincing (especially in the physical sense). Knowledge; fully informed; Understanding. Coherent, orderly, logical and consistent; aesthetically ordered; held together; cohering. Collected self-obsessed; peace; composite; Gathered. Color-matched to all elements
or parts that are identical, related, or mixed with a specific color scheme. Colossal giant; huge size; Huge. Color (color) with a pronounced color; rainbow; interesting, multifaceted, energetic or distinctive. Coltish lively and playful; frisky; licentious; wanton.Come-at-able can be achieved or achieved; easily accessible. Comely pleasant and
healthy look; attractive; correctly; agreeable.Comfortable without stress or favorable for mental lightness; strong; energetic; brave; suffering or anxiety; operationally snatchable; helpful.Comforting provides solace or comfort.Comic fun; funny n. person whose behavior brings laughter.Comical laughter; ridiculous; be funny.commanding the
exercise of authority; installed in such a way as to impress or control; which have excellent strategic advantages; dominating.Commendable commendable; commendable; admirable; worthy of high praise.Commendatory serves to commend; praise; praiseing.Commending formally expressing praise.Commiserative expressing or feeling
sympathy.Committed showing or having commitment; attached or connected in an exclusive sexual relationship.Commodious spacious; spacious; adapted to its use or purpose; suitable.Commonsensical display native good judgment.Communicative tendency or able to communicate; talkative.Commutual reciprocal; Mutual.
Companionable mounted as a companion; the partner; sociable.Compassionate showing, feel or have compassion.Compatible able to exist in harmony; appropriate; Identical. Convincing urgently requiring attention; is very enforced; convincing ambition; driving.capable of proper or sufficiently qualified driving; capable; Appropriate.
Complete with all necessary characteristics; skilled workers; which have ended; concluded.Completed successfully completed; achieved; finished.Complimentary expressive of regard or praise; loosely given.composed of specific elements; peace; sedarate; silence; tranquil.Comprehensive including all or all of them; Range. Concentrated
with high density; intensively targeted. Concise concise and to the point; Condensed. Decisive; convincing; provides the end of something. Compliance with the agreement; correspondent; Harmonious. Concrete or relating to a real, concrete example or thing; Specific. Concupiscent amorous; very passionate. Concurrent harmonic;
simultaneously; pleasant; Squad. Condolences expressing or offering condolence. Confederation of Alliances under the Treaty; Tied. Attributable, which can be lent or entrusted. Self-confidence or marked by certainty or certainty. Likeable have the same tastes, customs, interests, personality or temperament; friendly; suitable for their
needs. identical appropriate or appropriate jointly; harmonious; Identical. Linked, connected, or connected. Conscientious desire to do the task well; thorough; assiduous; know the alleged rules correctly and wrong. Conscious to have awareness; with knowledge; upwards; Warning. Consensual with consent; by consensus; excited or
caused by feeling or compassion. Agreeable pleasant; appropriate; accordion; harmonious; concurrent; Consistent. consent agrees; Accordion. Subsequent following as a result; something that is significant or important. Significant large quantity, degree or extent; worth considering; Significant. Thoughtfulness characterized by careful or
attentive thoughtfulness. Consistently compatible; by agreement; regularly occurring; the firm; Fixed. Conupons characterized by agreement or harmony; harmonic tone or sound; are in conformity. Conspicuously obvious; easy to notice; clearly visible; attracts attention. Constant solid; fixed; immovable; the firm; relentless in purpose or
affection or devotion. constitutional, belonging to or inherent in the Constitution; benefit or benefit for your physical makeup. Constructively useful; for progress or improvement; ability to form or construct. Contemplation related to contemplation; dependent or employed in contemplation; serious or deeply thoughtful. Present age; modern;
current; at the same time. Content contained within the limits; satisfied; satisfied; Willing. Satisfied (especially with things such as); content; easy to mean. Continuous uninterrupted in time, space, the extent or substance; intact; constantly; unrelenting. Contributive tendency to contribute; Contributes. Conveniently accessible; appropriate;
easily achieved; appropriate; in a timely manner; Appropriate. Converse closely known; current; well informed; usual or frequent sexual intercourse. The convict has the power or the power to persuade or convict. Convinced completely confident or confident about something; have strong beliefs or beliefs. Convincing plausible; believable;
in a convincing manner. Convivial busy or liked the pleasure and fun of good company. Cool fresh; have good and calm self-control; excellent; Acceptable. Cooperative characterized by a willingness to cooperate; in accordance with the rules; ready to cooperate with others. coordinated operation as a unit; organised; physically dexterous
when using more than one set of muscle movements. Copacetic fines; excellent; very satisfactory; Acceptable. Abundant; abundant; Fruitful. Heartfelt sincere; warm; kind; Hearty. Fix without errors; True. Coruscant shimmer; flashing; Short brilliant flashes of lights or points. Cosmic giant; infinitely or unthinkably widespread;
insurmountable size. Cosy see COZY. Courageous display or possession of courage; in bold; Brave. Courtesy exhibit courtesy and courtesy; supt; civilian; Commits. Courtesy make or give as a polite gesture; Free. Courtlike politely; elegant; Polite. Court specified; elegant; flattering; Polite. Couthie brilliant and pleasant; friendly;
neighbouring; Pleasant. Cozy characterized by friendly intimacy; known; comfortable, warm and cozy; chatty and talkative; simple; Satisfied. Crackerjack excellent quality or ability; Fine. Cunning skilful; Skillful. Creamy beneficial or profitable; with a smooth and greasy feeling; creamy; Soft. Creative expressive; imaginative; Productive.
Credible reliable; plausible; worthy of faith. Respectable decent; worthy of faith; brings reputation, credit or honor. Crispy fresh; the firm; sharp; fast and accurate; live; Cheerful. Very important or significant; Decisive. Crystal (clear) pellucid; completely clear or transparent; fully understood. It is the highest art teacher to awaken joy in
creative expression and knowledge. Albert Einstein tweet this cuddly invite cuddling or hugging. Cultivated educated; refined; cultivated; or produced by cultivation. Cultivated cultivated; education; polished; Refined. Cunning gratifying; nice; curious; skilled; Refined. Curious eager to learn or know; unusual; Interest. Current running;
flowing; currently present or exist. Curved curves; which have sensual curves; with a large breast. Comfortable comfortable; simple; without suffering. Cute attractive; adorable; dainty; nice; clever; Sharp. Top position or forehead of the greatest progress in something. I don't have any special talent. I Curious. - Albert Einstein tweet this ps.
See also positive verbs beginning with c and positive nouns starting with c.c.
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